These Cemetery Maps contain the OLD MAP NUMBERS.

If the description/directions or Red Arrows are not sufficient & you need current Map numbers they are available at Town Hall.

Red arrows have been added to aid in locating the cemeteries.
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CEMETERY MAPS OF TOWN OF OSSIPEE

CEMETERY NUMBERS ARE IN RED INK.

SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBERS ARE NOT DISTRICT NUMBERS.

CEMETARY NUMBERS ARE IN RED INK.

CEMETARY NOT FOUND MAY OR MAY NOT BE IN EXACT LOCATION ON MAP.

CEMETARY NOT LISTED IN EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS 1776-1876.

MILES START AT ZERO AT THE BRANCHING OF EACH ROAD AND IS MEASURED TO THE TENTH OF A MILE FOR EACH CEMETARY ON THAT ROAD.

CLASS-A TOWN ROAD OR PRIVATE ROAD.

STONE WALL.

AS OF OCT 26 1972 STILLWELL ROAD WAS RENAMED SAWYER ROAD.

ROAD TO BACK OF CONWAY FORD-PEBBLE PARK ROAD WAS RENAMED BASIS MOUNTAIN ROAD.

ROADS LISTED ALPHABETICALLY WITH CEMETARIES ON EACH ROAD. MADSON-6Y

ROADS LISTED ALPHABETICALLY WITH SCHOOL HOUSES ON EACH ROAD. MAP-40

ADDITIONAL CEMETARY REFERENCES MAPS 41-42-43.


AS OF SEPT 26 1979 MASSACHUSETTS AVE WAS RENAMED BOXES CORNER ROAD.

MARKED MONTGOMERY OSSIPEE.
ROUTE 15 AND 16
FROM-TAMWORTH LINE TO WAKEFIELD LINE VIA
INDIAN MOUND AND SMITH'S MILL 185
CEM#-MAP-MILEAGE- EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
1 - 2 - AI-WEET GROVE CEMETERY - P-8
2 - 2 - 13 - KNOX - P-12

ROUTE 28
FROM-TAMWORTH LINE TO ROUTE 15
CEM#-MAP-MILEAGE- EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
3 - 2 - 02- ROBES CEMETERY - P-7

NEWHAN MOUNTAIN ROAD (MOUNTAIN ROAD)
FROM-ROUTE 28 TO ROUTE 16
CEM#-MAP-MILEAGE- EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
4 - 2 - 01- HOSIodom CEMETERY - P-8
5 - 2 - 10 - WHITE - P-8
6 - 2 - 61 - DREW - P-9
WHITE GRAVEL PIT ROAD
FROM MARBLE ROAD - CONVER POND ROAD AND OSSIFE
MOUNTAIN ROAD TO WHITE GRAVEL PIT
CSR = MAP - MILEAGE - EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
1 - 3 = CONVER CEMETERY - 1\l.
SOME FIELD STONE WALL
NO MARKERS
AT WHITE GRAVEL PIT IS CONVER CELLAR
AT 315' AND 2'50' FROM CELLAR IS CEMETERY
LOCATION TOGETHER BY IRA WILLIAMS

MOUNTAIN ROAD
FROM MARBLE ROAD - CONVER POND ROAD AND OSSIFE
MOUNTAIN ROAD
FROM MARBLE FARM - MOUNTAIN ROAD TO
MOUNTAINVILLE ROAD
CEM - MAP - MILEAGE - EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
7 = 3 - 1.3 = WHITE CEMETERY - 1\l.
NO WALL
1 = GRAVE STONE MARKER
3'50' FROM ROAD IS CEMETERY
LOCATION TOGETHER BY IRA WILLIAMS
MOUNTAIN ROAD (VALLEY ROAD)
FROM HARBAIR ROAD - CONOVER ROAD ROAD AND OSSIPPEE
MOUNTAIN ROAD TO ROUTE 16
CEMETARY MAP - NULAH - EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
16 - 3 - 20 - WILCH CEMETARY - P - 71
16 - 3 - 21 - HELM AMOS - P - 77

ROUTE 16 AND 10
FROM TAMWORTH LINE TO WIKIEFIELD LINE VIA
INDIAN HOUSE AND SMART'S MILL - 16B
CEMETERIES MAP - NULAH - EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
16 - 3 - 21 - OSSIPPEE VALLEY CEMETARY - P - 19
MARBLE ROAD-CONNER POND ROAD AND OSSIPEE MOUNTAIN ROAD
FROM-MARBLE FARM (MOUNTAIN ROAD) TO
MOUNTVILLE ROAD
CEMM.-MAP. MILLERS- EARLY CEMETRY RECORDS
21 - 4 - 37- - CEMETERY- NE-AL.
22 - 4 - 34- TIBBETTS - CEMETERY - P-10

PINDER MILL ROAD
FROM- MARBLE ROAD- CONNER POND ROAD AND
OSSIPEE MOUNTAIN ROAD TO PINDER MILL
CEMM.-MAP. MILLERS- EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
23 - 5 - 0.2 TIBBETTS-NE-AL. CEMETARY- P-10

LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY ERVIN WHITE
From Marble Road to Corner Pond Road and Disperse Mountain Road To Pioneer Mill

Location told to me by Ervin White

PIONEER MOUNT ROAD

From Marble Road to Corner Pond Road and Disperse Mountain Road

Cemetery Records

24 - 7 - PIONEER CEMETERY - NL

25 - 7 - JOHN JACOB - NL

26 - 7 - STEEL CEMETERY - NL

27 - 7 - JACOB JACOB - NL

28 - 7 - STEEL CEMETERY - NL

From Tamworth Line To Wakefield Line Via Indian Mound and Smart's Mill

Location told to me by Florence Chase and Nancy Pope

27 - 7 - INDIAN MOUND CEMETARY - NL

28 - 7 - INDIAN MOUND CEMETARY - NL

No Wall

No Markers

On Left Side of Road Out 270 Yds to Cemetery
THURLEY ROAD
FROM-GILARD ROAD TO DORES CORNER
CEM.-MAP-MILK-RE-ChR Locator RECORDS
31 - 8 - 01 - LIBBY CEMETERY - P-38
30 - 8 - 03 - TASKER - P-38

BENTS ROAD
FROM-TUTTLEBROOK LINE TO VALLEY ROAD
CEM.-MAP-MILK-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
31 - 8 - 00 - CEMETERY - NL.

BLAKE HILL ROAD
FROM-MILLS ROAD TO DORES CORNER
CEM.-MAP-MILK-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
33 - 8 - 10 - SAM ADJACENT - P-31
39 - 8 - 10 - WHITE - P-31
36 - 8 - 12 - RAHRS STONEFENCE - M.

WHITE ROAD
FROM-BLACK HILL ROAD TO BROWNELL ROAD - DISCONTINUED ROAD
CEM.-MAP-MILK-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
32 - 8 - 03 - WHITE CEMETERY - NL.

BENTS ROAD
FROM-TUTTLEBROOK LINE TO VALLEY ROAD
CEM.-MAP-MILK-EARLY CEMETERY
31 - 8 - 00 - CEMETERY - NL.

NO WALL
NO MARKERS

Cemetery has been bulldozed over - Exact location not known - Here bent down these graves may or may not be
Location from Minute Book - PAPERS

BLAKE HILL ROAD - OLD BRIDGE HILL ROAD
FROM - HILLSIDE ROAD TO DORES CORNER
CEM.-MAP-MILK-EARLY CEMETERY
31 - 8 - 03 - BRIDGE HILL ROAD - EARLY CEMETERY - NL.

NO WALL
NO MARKERS

LOCATIONS ON ROAD IS CEMETERY

WHITE ROAD
FROM-BLACK HILL ROAD - SALINE HILL ROAD TO BROWNELL ROAD - DISCONTINUED ROAD
CEM.-MAP-MILK-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
32 - 8 - 03 - WHITE CEMETERY - NL.

FIXED STONE WALL ON ONE SIDE AND 2-FALL SEEN STONE POSTS

W-PILL STONE MARKER

SUNTS AND IVEYS FROM CEM. IS CEMETARY. THESE GRAVES MAY OR MAY NOT BE WHITE.
Location told to me by Bertie Smart and Fred Lee.
ROUTE 25
FROM ROUTE 16 TO SPRINGHAM LINE
CEM-MAP: MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
48 - 10-0Y- COPP CEMETERY - NO WALL
NO MARKERS
WAS 5-GRVE STONE AND 2-FIELD STONE MARKERS
BEHIND HOUSE AND A LITTLE TO LEFT IS CEMETARY
THESE GRAVES M RVE MAINT CO BY COPP
LOCATION THIS TO ME BY THE LOW AND ED SHARP
M A S S A C H U S E T T S  A W A Y
FROM DORSET CORNER TO SHIRKSVILLE ROAD
CLEAN MAP-INDIAN-RAFIC CEMETARY RECORDS
97 = II - 04 - STANTON CEMETARY - P-33
98 = II - 47 - 1881 -
S1 = II - 12 - ABBOTT - P-33
BROWNSFIELD ROAD
FROM CHICKVILLE ROAD TO BROWNSFIELD CAMP
CEM-T MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
S2 = 12.67 - CLARK CEMETERY - NL

NICHOLS ROAD
FROM BROWNSFIELD ROAD TO NICHOLS CEM.
CEM-T MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
S2 = 12.67 - NICHOLS CEMETERY - NL

ACKERNECK ROAD
FROM BROWNSFIELD ROAD TO MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
CEM-T MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
S4 = 12.67 - NORMA'S CEMETERY - P-38

CHICKVILLE ROAD
FROM TUTTON ROAD TO CENTER OSSIPEE
CEM-T MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
S2 = 12.71 - BONNIEVA CEMETARY - P-47
S4 = 12.73 - CANFIELD - NL

BROWNSFIELD ROAD
FROM CHICKVILLE ROAD TO BROWNSFIELD CAMP
CEM-T MAP-MILEAGE
S2 = 12.67 - CLARK CEMETARY - NL
FIELD STONE WALL
B-GRAVE STONE MARKERS
ON RIGHT SIDE OF ROAD JUST BEFORE BROWNSFIELD CAMP
AND WPO1 ARMY 15 CEMETARY

NICHOLS ROAD
FROM BROWNSFIELD ROAD TO NICHOLS CEM.
CEM-T MAP-MILEAGE
S3 = 13.64 - NICHOLS CEMETARY - NL
2 SMALL STONE MARKERS
JUST BEFORE FIRST CELLAR 44M NICHOLS ON LEFT SIDE
OF ROAD 8 WALL - GO OUT WALL 150 FT UNTIL YOU
MEET ANOTHER WALL - THEN GO EAST 150 FT CEMETARY
THESE GRAVES MAY OR MAY NOT BE MARKED
LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY HARRY WELCH

CHICKVILLE ROAD
FROM TUTTON ROAD TO CENTER OSSIPEE
CEM-T MAP-MILEAGE
S6 = 13.24 - CANFIELD CEMETARY - NL
NO WALL
NO MARKERS
ON RIGHT SIDE OF ROAD - AT START OF FIELD AND 750
FROM ROAD - ON A SMALL HILL IS CEMETARY
THESE GRAVES MAY OR MAY NOT BE MARKED
LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY ROY ELMIDGE
FROM CHICKVILLE ROAD TO TUFTONBORO ROAD
CEM-R-MAP-MILEAGE-EMORY CEMETERY RECORDS
66 - 14-03- ROCKFORD CEMETERY - P-35
SUMMARY ROAD
FROM SUMMARY ROAD TO ROUTE 171
CEM-R- MAP-MILEAGE-EMORY CEMETERY RECORDS
66 - 14-03 - ROBERTS CEMETERY - P-35
SEVERANCE ROAD
FROM STILLLINGS ROAD TO SEVERANCE ROAD
CEM-R- MAP-MILEAGE-EMORY CEMETERY RECORDS
67 - 14-03 - SEVERANCE CEMETARY - P-35
THOMPSON MILL ROAD
FROM CHICKVILLE ROAD TO THOMPSON MILL
CEM-R- MAP-MILEAGE-EMORY CEMETERY RECORDS
68 - 14-03 - FRANCIS CEMETARY - P-35
HANSON ROAD
FROM CHICKVILLE ROAD TO HANSON ROAD
CEM-R- MAP-MILEAGE-EMORY CEMETERY RECORDS
69 - 14-03 - HANSON CEMETARY - P-35
WALKER HILL ROAD - SPRING TAVERN ROAD
FROM CHICKVILLE ROAD TO ROUTE 171
CEM-R- MAP-MILEAGE-EMORY CEMETERY RECORDS
70 - 14-03 - HANSON CEMETARY - P-35
71 - 14-03 - HANSON CEMETARY - P-35
STAPLES ROAD
FROM WALKER HILL ROAD SPRING TAVERN ROAD
TO STILLINGS ROAD DISCONTINUED ROAD
CEM-R- MAP-MILEAGE-EMORY CEMETERY RECORDS
77 - 14-03 - STAPLES CEMETARY - P-35
LEIGHTON ROAD
FROM CHICKVILLE ROAD TO LEIGHTON ROAD
CEM-R- MAP-MILEAGE-EMORY CEMETERY RECORDS
78 - 14-03 - HANSON CEMETARY - P-35
LEIGHTON ROAD
FROM CHICKVILLE ROAD TO LEIGHTON ROAD
CEM-R- MAP-MILEAGE-EMORY CEMETERY RECORDS
79 - 14-03 - HANSON CEMETARY - P-35
WALKER HILL ROAD-SPRING TAVERN ROAD FROM CHICKVILLE ROAD TO ROUTE-171
CEN-MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
60 - 15 - 18 - BREWSTER CEMETERY - NL - P-143
61 - 16 - 18 - GRANT CEMETERY - NL
62 - 17 - 19 - RABBR - P-151
63 - 18 - 20 - WALKER - P-153

WALKER HILL ROAD-SPRING TAVERN ROAD FROM CHICKVILLE ROAD TO ROUTE-171
CEN-MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
80 - 15 - 18 - GRANT CEMETERY - NL
81 - 16 - 18 - GRANT
82 - 17 - 19 - RABBR
83 - 18 - 20 - WALKER

BEACHAM ROAD FROM WATER VILLAGE TO ROUTE-171
CEN-MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
BY - 15 - 01 - WATER VILLAGE CEMETARY - P-91

PORK HILL ROAD FROM WATER VILLAGE TO WOLFBOURNE LINE CEN-MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
60 - 15 - 01 - BEACHAM CEMETARY - P-179

ROUTE-171 FROM-TUFTONBORO LINE TO ROUTE-16
CEN-MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
56 - 15 - 07 - ATWOOD CEMETARY - NL - P-145
57 - 16 - 17 - GODSOMTH - P-145
58 - 17 - 23 - MUSKIN - P-153

BUILDING FROM ROAD IS CEMETARY
LOCATIONS TOLD TO ME BY ROY ELRODGET
TROUT HOLLOW ROAD OR ORAL P.O. ROAD
FROM ANDERS ROAD TO JIM CROSSING ROAD
CEMK: MAP-MILLER-early CEMETARY RECORDS
88 - 1/4 - 87-SMALL PRI CEMETARY - P.S.

ROUTE-153-16B
FROM-TAMWORTH LINE TO WAKEFIELD LINE VIA
INDIAN MOUND AND SMARTS MILL-16B
CEMK-MAP-MILLER-early CEMETARY RECORDS
89 - 1/4 - 87- TRUSSELL CEMETARY - P.S.
90 - 1/4 - 87 - DIAS - - - NO-WL.
91 - 1/4 - 87 - TRUSSELL - - - WL.
92 - 1/4 - 87 - BARNHILL - - P.S.

ROUTE-153-16B
FROM-TAMWORTH LINE TO WAKEFIELD LINE VIA
INDIAN MOUND AND SMARTS MILL-16B
CEMK-MAP-MILLER-early CEMETARY RECORDS
70 - 1/4 - 80- BOYLE CEMETARY - NO-WL.
CEMK-MAP-MILLER
91 - 1/4 - 91 - TRUSSELL CEMETARY - WL.
NO-WALL

4 FIELD STONE MARKERS
CEMETARY IS ON RIGHT SIDE OF OLD ROUTE-153 SHOES
NOW TO TRUSSELL PRAIRIE AND WL FROM NOW ROUTE-153
THESE CHARMS MAY NOT BE TRUSSELL
LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY J.R. HUNDEL
LEIGHTON ROAD
FROM CHICKVILLI ROAD TO WALKER HILL ROAD
CROSS MAP MILEAGE: LATE CEMETERY RECORDS
93 - 17 - LE - HANSON CEMETERY - NL.

LANELEY ROAD - PRIVATE ROAD
FROM CHICK ROAD TO LANGLEY CELLAR
CROSS MAP MILEAGE - EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
93 - 17 - LS - LANGLEY CEMETERY - NL.

LANGLEY ROAD - PRIVATE ROAD
FROM CHICK ROAD TO LANGLEY CELLAR
CROSS MAP MILEAGE:
93 - 17 - 05 - LANGLEY CEMETARY
SOME FIELD STONE WALL
NO MARKERS
SOME HEADSTONES MAY BE MOUNTED OR LAYING ON THE GROUND
THE LOCATION TO ME BY ARTHUR TIBERTON by ROLLSTAFF.
POLY CROSSING ROAD
FROM-LEIGHTON TO ROUTE-16
CEM-W-MAP-MIILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
104 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT CEMETARY - NL

ROUTE-2A-O/L ROAD
FROM-DISPERS CRNER TO ROUTE-16
CEM-W-MAP-MIILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
109 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT - - NL
108 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT - - NL

ROUTE-2B
FROM-WOLFSBURY TO ROUTE-16
CEM-W-MAP-MIILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
103 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT CEMETARY - NL
102 - 19 - 34 - ABBOTT - - NL

ROUTE-2C
FROM-ELEMENT TO ROUTE-16
CEM-W-MAP-MIILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
108 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT CEMETARY - NL
107 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT - - NL

ROUTE-2D
FROM-WOLFSBURY TO ROUTE-16
CEM-W-MAP-MIILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
107 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT CEMETARY - NL
106 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT - - NL

ROUTE-3
FROM-WOLFSBURY TO WAKEFIELD VIA
INDIAN MOUND AND SMARTS MILL-168
CEM-W-MAP-MIILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
103 - 19 - 34 - ABBOTT CEMETARY - NL
102 - 19 - 34 - ABBOTT - - NL

ROUTE-4
FROM-TAM WORTH TO WAKEFIELD VIA
INDIAN MOUND AND SMARTS MILL-168
CEM-W-MAP-MIILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
107 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT CEMETARY - NL
105 - 19 - 34 - ABBOTT - - NL

ROUTE-5
FROM-TAM WORTH TO WAKEFIELD VIA
INDIAN MOUND AND SMARTS MILL-168
CEM-W-MAP-MIILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
107 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT CEMETARY - NL
103 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT - - NL

ROUTE-6
FROM-TAM WORTH TO WAKEFIELD VIA
INDIAN MOUND AND SMARTS MILL-168
CEM-W-MAP-MIILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
107 - 19 - 13 - ABBOTT CEMETARY - NL
105 - 19 - 34 - ABBOTT - - NL

BROWN RICE ROAD
FROM DSIFFIE CORNER TO ROUTE-16
CEM.-MAP-MILEAG-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
121 - 20 - 03 - DSIFFIE CEMETERY - A121
122 - 20 - 09 - CHICK CEMETERY - A122
123 - 20 - 15 - STEVENS-SUGIERS - A123

ROUTE-38 OLD ROAD
FROM DSIFFIE CORNER TO ROUTE-16
CEM.-MAP-MILEAG-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
121 - 20 - 03 - DSIFFIE CEMETERY - A121

ROUTE-13
FROM TOTHOM ROAD LINE TO ROUTE-16
CEM.-MAP-MILEAG-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
122 - 20 - 05 - Equity SMITH CEMETERY - A122
123 - 20 - 05 - LARE SMITH - A123
124 - 20 - 06 - HANSON - A124

ROUTE-MAMP-18B
FROM TAMWORTH LINE TO WAKEFIELD LINE VIA INDIAN MOUND AND SMARTS MILL-18B
CEM.-MAP-MILEAG-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
125 - 20 - 02 - HANSON-AUT CEMETERY-P150

FROM DSIFFIE CORNER TO ROUTE-16
CEM.-MAP-MILEAG-
117 - 20 - 09 - CHICK CEMETERY - A117
20-FIELD STONE MARKERS
N 289" FROM BEING 50 INFALL WOH DIS CEMETEY WALL-BEING THIS WALL IS ANOTHER WALLCUMP IN AT AN ANGLE-50 YRS BESIDE SCENDE WALL AND 50 YRS FROM CORNER 0.5 WALL IS CEMETERY
THIS CEMETERY IS 20 MINUTES WALK FROM BROWN RICE ROAD
THESE BANCES MAY OR MAY NOT BE CHICKS LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY ROY FLOPLOE
DRAKE ROAD-BEAVERTON ROAD
FROM GRANITE ROAD TO RYTHER ROAD LINE
CEMM-WAP-MILLENIUM EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
(26-21) - L3- YOUNG CEMETARY - P.197
BROWN RIDGE ROAD
FROM OSLIPER CORNER TO ROUTE 16
CEMERY-MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
127 - 25 - 17 CEMETERY - NL
128 - 22 - 20 BROWN - - RJY

YOUNG ROAD
FROM BROWN RIDGE ROAD TO YOUNG HOUSE
CEMERY-MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
129 - 22 - 02 SALLY ROLLING CEMETARY - NL

GRANITE ROAD
FROM ROUTE 16 TO WAKEFIELD LINE
CEMERY-MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETARY RECORDS
130 - 22 - 07 WELCH CEMETARY - NL

BROWN RIDGE ROAD
FROM OSLIPER CORNER TO ROUTE 16
CEMERY-MAP-MILEAGE
127 - 25 - 17 CEMETARY - NL
4-BROKE OFF SPLIT STONE POSTS WITH A HOLE FOR WOODEN OR PLANK RAIL
NO MARKERS
ON RIGHT SIDE OF ROAD JUST OVER STONE WALL-BEFORE CEMETARY EAGLE HOUSE IS CEMETARY

YOUNG ROAD
FROM BROWN RIDGE ROAD TO YOUNG HOUSE
CEMERY-MAP-MILEAGE
129 - 22 SALLY ROLLING CEMETARY - NL
NO WALL
1-GRANITE STONE MARKER
TO THE RIGHT OF HOUSE AND JOINS AWAY IS CEMETARY LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY RY EDDIE

GRANITE ROAD
FROM ROUTE 16 TO WAKEFIELD LINE
CEMERY-MAP-MILEAGE
130 - 22 WELCH CEMETARY - NL
NO WALL
NO MARKERS
NEAR THE HOUSE IS CEMETARY LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY RY EDDIE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Road</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Cemetery Records</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Granite Road</td>
<td>From Route 16</td>
<td>To Whakatane Line</td>
<td>Map - Mileage - Early Cemetery Records</td>
<td>12a - 23 - 18 - Demeritt Cemetery - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>134 - 23 - 23 - Crockett - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>137 - 23 - 40 - Tucker - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>138 - 23 - 40 - Granite - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>139 - 23 - 40 - Welch - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>140 - 23 - 42 - Brachett Cemetery - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Circuit Road</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>141 - 23 - 43 - Elkium Cemetery - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>142 - 23 - 47 - Rushmore Cemetery - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>143 - 23 - 47 - Field Stone Wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>144 - 23 - 47 - Field Stone Markers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>This Grave May Be or Not be a Cemetery</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location told to me by Roy Eldridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>145 - 23 - 48 - Cumbler - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>146 - 23 - 48 - Granite-Sanders - NL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Road</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Cemetery Records</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>From Route 16</td>
<td>To Whakatane Line</td>
<td>Map - Mileage - Early Cemetery Records</td>
<td>12a - 23 - 18 - Demeritt Cemetery - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>134 - 23 - 23 - Crockett - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>137 - 23 - 40 - Tucker - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>138 - 23 - 40 - Granite - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>139 - 23 - 40 - Welch - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>140 - 23 - 42 - Brachett Cemetery - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Circuit Road</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>141 - 23 - 43 - Elkium Cemetery - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>142 - 23 - 47 - Rushmore Cemetery - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>143 - 23 - 47 - Field Stone Wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>144 - 23 - 47 - Field Stone Markers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>This Grave May Be or Not be a Cemetery</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location told to me by Roy Eldridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>145 - 23 - 48 - Cumbler - NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>146 - 23 - 48 - Granite-Sanders - NL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Note: The text seems to be a list of cemetery records with some additional notes, possibly related to historical or genealogical information.*
WOODROW ROAD
FROM - BROWN RIDGE ROAD TO ROUTE 16
COPY - MAP - MILEAGE - EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
196 - 24 - SMITH CEMETERY - P-196
195 - 24 - WHITMER - P-120

WOODROW ROAD
FROM - GRANITE ROAD TO FORGE RIDGE ROAD
COPY - MAP - MILEAGE - EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
196 - 24 - 33 - LAVELLY CEMETERY - NO WALL
1 - GAYE STONE MARKS
CEMETERY IS NEAR HOUSE
LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY CANDACE BROOKS
FOG'S RIDGE ROAD
FROM-DOUGHERTY ROAD TO GRANITE ROAD
CEM. MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
151 - 25 - 01 - FOG'S CEMETARY - R.157
158 - 25 - 04 - SMALL ROAD - R.157
159 - 25 - 04 - MARKER - R.157
161 - 25 - 07 - NUMLTS - R.157
162 - 25 - 07 - 1-SOLDIER - R.157

CEM. MAP-MILEAGE
151 - 25 - 01 - GRANITE CEMETARY - R.157
SPLIT STONE POSTS & PIPE RAIL

FOG'S RIDGE ROAD
FROM-GRANITE ROAD TO LYOIS HOUSE
CEM. MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
152 - 25 - 15 - 15' STONE MARKERS - ZIP.
154 - 25 - 15 - BRIGHTON - R.153
155 - 25 - 15 - BRIGHTON - R.155
156 - 25 - 15 - BRINES - R.156

CEM. MAP-MILEAGE
152 - 25 - 15 - 15' STONE MARKERS - ZIP.
SPLIT STONE POSTS & PIPE RAIL

LYONS ROAD
FROM-ROUTE 51 TO WAKEFIELD LINE
CEM. MAP-MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
158 - 25 - 30 - SAWDERS CEMETARY - R.158
159 - 25 - 30 - HAM. - R.159
160 - 25 - 30 - HAM. - R.160
161 - 25 - 30 - 1-SOLDIER - R.161

CEM. MAP-MILEAGE
158 - 25 - 30 - SAWDERS CEMETARY - ZIP.
SPLIT STONE POSTS & PIPE RAIL
15' GRAVE STONE AND 15' FIELD STONE MARKERS

GRANITE ROAD
FROM-ROUTE 51 TO WAKEFIELD LINE
CEM. MAP-MILEAGE
157 - 25 - 40 - NUNNS CEMETARY - ZIP.
SPLIT STONE POSTS & PIPE RAIL
2-GRAVE STONE MARKERS
LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY DENNIS HOUSE

LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY ED SMART

CEM. MAP-MILEAGE
157 - 25 - 40 - NUNNS CEMETARY - ZIP.
SPLIT STONE POSTS & PIPE RAIL
2-GRAVE STONE MARKERS
LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY DENNIS HOUSE
BLAKE HILL ROAD (HILLSDALE HILL ROAD)
FROM: HILSIDE ROAD TO DURIS CORNER
CEN-MAP-MILEAGE-EARY CEMETERY RECORDS
37 - 31 - 00 - TWIN HILL CEMETERY - NL:

ROCKLAND ROAD-HILSDALE ROAD
FROM: HILSIDE ROAD TO DURIS CORNER
CEN-MAP-MILEAGE
37 - 31 - 00 - TWIN HILL CEMETERY - NL:
FIELD STONE WALL
2 FIELD STONE MARKERS
50 YDS ON RIGHT SIDE OF ROAD AFTER OLD HILLSDALE PARK HOUSE IS A ROAD TO 60 YDS OUT THIS ROAD WINDS OFF LEFT SIDE OF THE ROAD OUT 100 YDS IS CEMETERY
THESE GRAVES MAY OR MAY NOT BE TWIN HILL'S LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY ARMIT TESKEAN

ROCKLAND ROAD-HILSDALE ROAD
FROM: HILSIDE ROAD TO DURIS CORNER
CEN-MAP-MILEAGE
38 - 31 - 03 - WHITEHORSE CEMETARY - NL:
NO WALL
2 FIELD STONE MARKERS
50 YDS BELOW MARKERS WATCH FOR DRIVE WAY AND Drive FROM ROAD IS CEMETARY
LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY RALPH BOUDREY AND WAREEN WITHERILL
CEN-MAP-MILEAGE
38 - 31 - 03 - CEMETARY - NL-NL
CEMETARY IS SOME WERE BEHIND WHITEHORSE HOUSE LOCATION FROM MINNIE LAYTON NOTE'S
MOULTONVILLE ROAD
FROM WHITE HOUSE TO CENTER DISTRICT
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
A = 94 - WHITE CEMETARY (MOVED) - N.L.
90 = 94 - 0.3 - MOULTONVILLE - MARKERS
91 = 94 - 0.5 - JACKSON - MARKERS
MOULTONVILLE ROAD
FROM JONES CORNER TO CENTER DISTRICT
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
A = 94 - WHITE CEMETARY (MOVED) - N.L.
90 = 94 - 0.3 - MOULTONVILLE - MARKERS
91 = 94 - 0.5 - JACKSON - MARKERS

HOUSE ROAD
FROM MOULTONVILLE ROAD TO JENSON HOUSE
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
42 = 94 - 0.1 - BURLEIGH CEMETARY - MARKERS

PATHEY ACRE ROAD
FROM MOULTONVILLE ROAD TO HOWARD HOUSE
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
92 = 94 - 0.3 - JOHN BLAKE CEMETARY - N.L.
93 = 94 - 0.5 - JOHN BLAKE CEMETARY - N.L.
MOULTONVILLE ROAD
FROM JONES CORNER TO CENTER DISTRICT
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
A = 94 - WHITE CEMETARY (MOVED) - N.L.
90 = 94 - 0.3 - MOULTONVILLE - MARKERS
91 = 94 - 0.5 - JACKSON - MARKERS

JENSON ROAD
FROM MOULTONVILLE ROAD TO HOWARD HOUSE
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
42 = 94 - 0.1 - BURLEIGH CEMETARY - MARKERS
43 = 94 - 0.3 - JOHN BLAKE CEMETARY - N.L.
44 = 94 - 0.5 - JOHN BLAKE CEMETARY - N.L.
MOULTONVILLE ROAD
FROM JONES CORNER TO CENTER DISTRICT
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
A = 94 - WHITE CEMETARY (MOVED) - N.L.
90 = 94 - 0.3 - MOULTONVILLE - MARKERS
91 = 94 - 0.5 - JACKSON - MARKERS

PATHEY ACRE ROAD
FROM MOULTONVILLE ROAD TO HOWARD HOUSE
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
92 = 94 - 0.3 - JOHN BLAKE CEMETARY - N.L.
93 = 94 - 0.5 - JOHN BLAKE CEMETARY - N.L.
MOULTONVILLE ROAD
FROM JONES CORNER TO CENTER DISTRICT
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
A = 94 - WHITE CEMETARY (MOVED) - N.L.
90 = 94 - 0.3 - MOULTONVILLE - MARKERS
91 = 94 - 0.5 - JACKSON - MARKERS

JENSON ROAD
FROM MOULTONVILLE ROAD TO HOWARD HOUSE
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
42 = 94 - 0.1 - BURLEIGH CEMETARY - MARKERS
43 = 94 - 0.3 - JOHN BLAKE CEMETARY - N.L.
44 = 94 - 0.5 - JOHN BLAKE CEMETARY - N.L.
MOULTONVILLE ROAD
FROM JONES CORNER TO CENTER DISTRICT
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
A = 94 - WHITE CEMETARY (MOVED) - N.L.
90 = 94 - 0.3 - MOULTONVILLE - MARKERS
91 = 94 - 0.5 - JACKSON - MARKERS

JENSON ROAD
FROM MOULTONVILLE ROAD TO HOWARD HOUSE
CEM-MAP-MUSEUM-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
42 = 94 - 0.1 - BURLEIGH CEMETARY - MARKERS
43 = 94 - 0.3 - JOHN BLAKE CEMETARY - N.L.
44 = 94 - 0.5 - JOHN BLAKE CEMETARY - N.L.
ROUTE 32 HD
FROM TANKWORTH LANE TO WAKEFIELD VIA
INDIRA MODHA AND SMART'S MILL HD
COMM-MAP-MILLS-290 EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
35 - 45 - 57 - FOLGOM CEMETERY - P.20
GRANT HILL ROAD
FROM CENTER OSSIPEE TO ROUTE 118

CEM. MAP- MILEAGE-EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS
45 - 49 - 69
46 - 49 - 0.3 - GRANT HILL - - A-89

CEM. MAP-MILEAGE
45 - 49 - 0.4

CEM. MAP- CEMETERY-NL
NO WALL
NO MARKERS
WAS 4 MAPLE TREES AT CORNER MARKERS - ON
BRUCE RINES HOUSE LOT IS CEMETERY
LOCATION TOLD TO ME BY ED SMART
| MAJACIA ROAD | FROM - WATERTOWN ROAD TO ROUTE-171 | WATERTOWN SCHOOL HOUSE - NOW GONE | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 1 | - 15 - 01 |
| BLAKE RIVER ROAD | FROM - HILLSDALE ROAD TO DORIS CORNER | DORIS CORNER SCHOOL HOUSE - NOW GONE | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 2 | - 45 - 01 |
| BLAKE RIVER ROAD | FROM - COURTLAND CURTIS ROAD | NOW A HOUSE | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 3 | - 20 - 01 |
| BLAKE RIVER ROAD | FROM - OSSIPEE CORNER TO ROUTE-16 | OSSIPEE CORNER SCHOOL HOUSE - NOW A HOUSE | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 4 | - 45 - 01 |
| FISHERS ROAD | FROM - ROBERTS FARM ROAD TO GRANITE ROAD | GRANITE ROAD - NOW A HOUSE | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 5 | - 48 - 01 |
| FISHERS ROAD | FROM - RYE RIVER TO GRANITE ROAD | GRANITE ROAD - NOW A HOUSE | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 6 | - 23 - 01 |
| FISHERS ROAD | FROM - CENTER OSSIPEE TO ROUTE-16 | CENTER OSSIPEE SCHOOL HOUSE - IS NOW A HEAD START SCHOOL | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 7 | - 01 - 01 |
| GRANITE ROAD | FROM - RYE RIVER TO WATERTOWN ROAD | WATERTOWN SCHOOL HOUSE - NOW GONE | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 8 | - 23 - 01 |
| GRANT HILL ROAD | FROM - CENTER OSSIPEE TO ROUTE-16 | OSSIPEE ELEMENTARY AND MARS SCHOOL - NOW GONE | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 9 | - 99 - 01 |
| GRANT HILL ROAD | FROM - CENTER OSSIPEE TO ROUTE-16 | OSSIPEE ELEMENTARY AND MARS SCHOOL - NOW GONE | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 10 | - 99 - 01 |
| LEIGHTON ROAD | FROM - OSSIPEE ROAD TO WALKER HILL ROAD | SPRING TAVERN ROAD | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 11 | - 14 - 01 |
| LEIGHTON ROAD | FROM - CHECKVILLE ROAD TO SPRING TAVERN ROAD | SPRING TAVERN ROAD | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 12 | - 11 - 01 |

| MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE | FROM - DORES CORNER TO CHECKVILLE ROAD | CHECKVILLE SCHOOL HOUSE | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 13 | - 15 - 01 |
| MARS ROAD | FROM - OSSIPEE ROAD TO FOREST PEOPLE ROAD TO WATERTOWN ROAD | WATERTOWN ROAD | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 14 | - 99 - 01 |
| MARS ROAD | FROM - MARSHALL ROAD TO OSSIPEE MOUNTAIN ROAD TO WATERTOWN ROAD | WATERTOWN ROAD | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 15 | - 99 - 01 |
| MOUNTAIN ROAD | FROM - MARSHALL ROAD TO OSSIPEE MOUNTAIN ROAD TO WATERTOWN ROAD | WATERTOWN ROAD | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 16 | - 99 - 01 |
| MOUNTAIN ROAD | FROM - TANUM ROAD TO WEST WATERTOWN | WEST WATERTOWN | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 17 | - 99 - 01 |
| MOUNTAIN ROAD | FROM - TANUM ROAD TO WEST WATERTOWN | WEST WATERTOWN | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 18 | - 99 - 01 |
| MOUNTAIN ROAD | FROM - TANUM ROAD TO WEST WATERTOWN | WEST WATERTOWN | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 19 | - 99 - 01 |
| PARTY | FROM - ELLIE RIVER TO WATERTOWN ROAD | PARTY | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 20 | - 99 - 01 |

| VALLEY ROAD | FROM - WALKER HILL ROAD TO DORIS CORNER | JOHNSON SCHOOL HOUSE | SCHOOL HOUSE NUMBER - MAP - MILEAGE 21 | - 99 - 01 |

MAP NUMBER 60